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Full names of main subsidiaries
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Abbreviations of subsidiariesAbout This Report
Organisational scope
The Report covers TCL Industries Holdings Co., Ltd. and its subsidiaries, including TCL Electronics Holdings Limited. TCL 

Electronic Holdings Limited is a subsidiary listed on the Hong Kong stock exchange with the stock code: 01070.HK. It is 

incorporated as an exempted company in the Cayman Islands with limited liability.

 

TCL Electronics has published a standalone environmental, social and governance report. For more information on TCL 

Electronics' sustainability performance, please refer to that report.

During the reporting year, Guangdong TCL Smart Home Co., Ltd. (“TCL Smart Home”, formerly known as Guangdong 

Homa Appliances Co., Ltd.), a subsidiary of TCL Industries, completed the acquisition of 100% equity interest in TCL 

Household Electric Appliance (Hefei) Co., Ltd. (“TCL White Household Appliances”) on 20th December 2023. As a result, 

TCL White Household Appliances became a wholly-owned subsidiary of TCL Smart Home (“Hefei Household Appliances”). 

Any relevant information and data pertaining to TCL White Household Appliances mentioned in the current and previous 

reports are disclosed by TCL Smart Home or Hefei Household Appliances.

Reporting period
This Report covers the period from January 1, 2023 to December 31, 2023 (“this year”). To improve the completeness of this 

Report, some content has been appropriately backdated or extended to include other significant years.

Reporting standard
This Report has been prepared with reference to the Global Reporting Initiative Sustainability Reporting Standards (“GRI 

Standards”) and the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

In this Report, the Company adheres to the principles of accuracy, balance, clarity, comparability, completeness, 

sustainability context, timeliness, and verifiability as outlined in the GRI Standards. This Report primarily focuses on the 

Company’s sustainable development responsibilities, covering three aspects: economy, environment and society.

References of names
To enhance clarity and readability, unless otherwise specified in this Report, “TCL Industries” “the Company” and “We” all 

refer to TCL Industries Holdings Co., Ltd. and its main subsidiaries.

Source of data and authenticity
The data and case studies included in this Report were primarily derived from the Company’s o�cial files, statistical 

reports, and financial reports. The Company guarantees that this Report does not contain any false information or 

misleading statements. Unless otherwise specified, the currency amount in this Report is measured in RMB.

Availability of this Report
This Report is available in Chinese and English. If the contents are inconsistent between the two versions, please refer to 

the Chinese version of the Report. The electronic version of the Report is available on the Company’s website 

(www.tcl.com).



Du Juan
CEO of TCL Industries Holdings Co., Ltd.

Message from CEO In the era of complex changes, corporate social 

responsibility is a key bridge between enterprises and 

society, and has become an important work for 

high-quality development of enterprises. TCL Industries 

has always adhered to the corporate mission of “Building 

A Sustainable & Connected Future with Advanced 

Technology”, played its leading advantage and leading 

role in the industry in the process of development, 

actively strengthened cooperation with stakeholders, 

and continuously improved the management and 

practice level in environmental, social, governance (ESG) 

and other aspects, in order to achieve comprehensive, 

balanced and sustainable development goals.

In the past year, we have further clarified the strategy 

of “brand-led value, optimal operational e�ciency, 

technology-driven development and energized organization”, 

continuously strengthened the innovation of 24 Research 

and Development (R&D) centres and 7 ecological 

cooperation laboratories around the world, invested 

RMB 4.09 billion in R&D throughout the year, and 

created a smart life experience of “Full-scene, 

All-category and Inter-connected” for global users. We 

have always adhered to the responsibility of product 

quality and security, and established a sound information 

security and privacy management mechanism while 

constantly improving the quality management system 

and providing excellent user experience, so as to bring 

forward-looking scientific and technological experience 

and intelligent and healthy life to global users.

Following the release of Carbon Neutrality White Paper 

last year, TCL Industries adhered to the “3050” goal and 

commitment, adhered to the green development concept 

of “Resonating with the times, sharing and co-building 

with multiple parties, living in harmony with nature”, 

continued to consolidate our low-carbon business 

capabilities, and accelerated the development of climate 

transformation. We actively implemented our own 

carbon reduction measures, increased clean energy 

substitution, and strengthened the recycling and 

utilization of electronic waste. In 2023, the carbon 

emission intensity of TCL Industries’ Scope 1 and 2 was 

reduced by 5.17% compared with the base year (2021). In 

addition, we took the lead in launching a green supply 

chain initiative in the home appliance industry, carried 

out supplier energy conservation and carbon reduction 

empowerment, and promoted suppliers and other 

partners to participate in carbon neutrality actions. The 

launch of the Global Green Initiative “TCL Green” aims to 

use technology and art to advocate public participation 

in environmental protection actions and join hands with 

the whole society to build a net zero ecosystem.

Under the comprehensive supplier management system, 

responsible procurement is practiced to promote the 

sustainable development of the supply chain. At the 

2023 TCL Industries Global Supply Chain Ecosystem 

Conference, we released the TCL Industrial Supply Chain 

Convention, and joined hands with partners to build a 

“global, integrated, digital and intelligent, low-carbon” 

supply chain ecosystem to promote high-quality 

development of the industry. We are also actively 

engaged in environmental protection, education, cultural 

and sports development, community care and other 

public welfare areas. Throughout the year, we donated 

RMB 15.89 million and provided more than 28,000 hours 

of voluntary services, contributing to the building of a 

harmonious and beautiful society.

TCL Industries’ employees are located in more than 80 

countries and regions around the world. We regard 

“respecting, treasuring, cherishing and employing talents” 

as an important guiding principle for employment, respect 

the diversified background of employees, protect the 

health, safety and legitimate rights and interests of 

employees, continuously improve the eagle series talent 

training system with TCL characteristics such as “young 

eagle” “flying eagle” “elite eagle” and “soaring eagle”,and 

provide employees with fair and equitable promotion 

opportunities and career development paths to create an 

equal, harmonious and dynamic work environment. 

Upholding fundamental principles and long-term e�orts, 

TCL Industries will continue to taking on the responsibility 

of a great nation's brand, integrate corporate social 

responsibility into the development plan, listen carefully 

to the needs of stakeholders, actively give play to the 

leading advantages of technology and the driving role of 

the industrial chain, continue to create economic, social 

and environmental values for the development of 

enterprises, and join hands with all sectors of society to 

share, create and win together, so as to e�ectively 

promote the sustainable development of the enterprise 

and society.
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Our mission is “Building A Sustainable & Connected Future with Advanced Technology”. Based on the three visions of 

“availability of display everywhere”  “possibility of universal connection” and “channel presence across the globe”, we focus 

our business on smart devices with an user-oriented approach and innovation as a driver to develop and build a 

category-wide “intelligent IoT ecosystem”. We are committed to becoming a world-leading intelligent technology industry 

group.

 

TCL Industries adheres to the globalisation strategy and is a pioneer in promoting global expansion of Chinese enterprises. 

As of the end of 2023, we have established sales agencies in more than 80 countries and regions around the world. We 

have a business presence in more than 160 countries and regions, along with 24 R&D centres and 20 manufacturing bases. 

We have been actively engaged in the development and expansion of international market channels.

TCL Industries plays a significant role in empowering the industry by leveraging its technology and persistence in 

expanding business development prospectively in the field of smart interactions. In light of various application scenarios 

such as smart home, smart mobile and smart commercial display, we actively promote digital transformation and intelligent 

manufacturing. We strive to provide forward-looking technological experience and enable smart and healthy lives for users 

worldwide.

Business introduction

TCL Industries upholds the development strategy of “brand-led value, optimal operational e�ciency, technology-driven 

development and energized organization”. With a focus on intelligent terminal business and the application of our 

products in various scenarios, we constantly explore the potentials of new energy, new scenarios, and emerging intelligent 

hardware. We are making all-out e�orts to create a comprehensive “intelligent IoT ecosystem” that encompasses all 

categories. We are also actively expanding other business scopes including environmental protection, industrial park 

operations, industrial Internet platforms and financial services to build core capabilities for smart manufacturing and 

environmental protection, thus securing a sustainable future.

Company profile

TCL Industries Holdings Co., Ltd. was established in 2018. After a capital restructuring in April 2019, it o�cially changed its 

name to “TCL Industries Holdings Co., Ltd.”. We focus on intelligent terminal products and services, primarily covering all 

categories of intelligent consumer electronic products and services such as display, intelligent home appliances, innovative 

business, and home Internet. Concurrently, we also engage in various other business ventures, including environmental 

protection technology, industrial park operation, intelligent manufacturing, industrial finance and distributed photovoltaic.

09 2023 TCL Industries Holdings Co., Ltd. Corporate Social Responsibility Report 10About TCL Industries
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TCL Electronics
TCL Electronics has been listed on the Main Board of The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited since 

November 1999. It is the only diversified consumer electronics enterprise in China with the advantage of 

vertical integration of industry chain, and its business scope covers display business, innovative business, 

and Internet business. In 2023, TCL Electronics managed to capitalise on the opportunities brought by the 

trend of high-end and large-screen products in the global colour TV industry and achieved a steady growth 

in shipment. The global shipment of TCL Pan-smart Screen reached 25.26 million sets, with a year-on-year 

increase of 6.2%, of which the 65-inch and above TCL Pan-smart Screen increased by 35.5% year-on-year, 

TCL Mini LED1 Pan-smart Screen surged by 180.1% year-on-year and TCL quantum dot LED (“QLED”) 

Pan-smart Screen increased by 116.1% year-on-year, promoting the upgrading of high-end of colour TVs.

TCL Air-Conditioners
TCL Air-Conditioners has been actively involved in the industry for 25 years. Driven by category innovation 

and oriented by customer demand, TCL Air-Conditioners focuses on making branding and marketing 

breakthroughs and has established a product portfolio comprised of the GentleCool Series and the FreshIN 

Series, providing a wide range of styles and functions of air conditioners for bedroom, living room, mother 

and baby, intelligent GentleCool, hanging machine and cabinet, striving to become “an air-conditioner 

expert at your health”. By vigorously promoting intelligent manufacturing and global supply chain layout 

construction, TCL Air-Conditioners has ten major production bases in the world. In 2023, the production 

volume exceeded 16 million sets, and products were sold to more than 160 countries and regions. The 

production and sales volume has ranked among the top four in the industry, and the exports has ranked 

among the top three in the industry. TCL Air-Conditioners has become a large-scale comprehensive 

professional refrigeration enterprise integrating R&D, production, sales and services.

TCL Smart Home
TCL Smart Home was established in 2002 and has been listed on the Shenzhen Stock Exchange (stock 

code: SZ.002668) since April 2012. The Company is registered in Nantou Town, Zhongshan City, 

Guangdong Province. It is the world’s largest export refrigerator manufacturing base and is a leading 

Chinese refrigerator export enterprise. In 2023, TCL Smart Home successfully completed the acquisition of 

100% equity interest in Hefei Household Appliances, becoming the only R&D, design and production entity 

of refrigerators and washing machines under TCL Industries, realising business integration and expansion, 

and enhancing the sustained operating capacity. As an industry leader in terms of R&D technology, process 

design, product quality, manufacturing cost and operational e�ciency, TCL Smart Home has maintained its 

leading position in the industry. Its refrigerator products have ranked first in China’s total exports and first 

in the European market for many consecutive years. Its products have been sold to more than 130 countries 

and regions around the world. Adhering to the value of “customer first and team-oriented”, the Company 

provides the most competitive products for global customers and users with the concept of 

professionalism and excellence.

Tonly Technology
Founded in 2000, Tonly Technology is engaged in the ODM (Original Design Manufacturing) business of 

speakers, wearable devices, AIoT (Artificial Intelligence of Things) products and other precision 

components and accessories. It has set up R&D centres in Huizhou, Shenzhen, Xi’ an, Malaysia and other 

places, and has profound capabilities in technology pre-research, audio and video product R&D, acoustics 

product R&D, software development, and AIoT product development. With world-leading level of various 

production lines and advanced professional testing equipment and e�cient global supply chain 

management system, Tonly Technology is committed to providing customers with high quality products 

and to becoming a global leading overall solution and service provider of innovative intelligent products. In 

the future, it will focus on the development and application of acoustic technology, wireless intelligent 

interconnection technology and precision manufacturing technology to quickly realise cost-e�ective scale 

manufacturing and provide customers with one-stop intelligent solutions.

TCL Environmental Technology
Founded in 2009, TCL Environmental Technology is an enterprise group specialising in recycling and reuse 

of waste resources and providing comprehensive environmental services. It has built six production bases 

in Huizhou, Tianjin, Shantou, Huanggang and Sichuan. With the qualifications of recycling and disassembly 

of waste electrical appliances and electronic products and the operational licence of treating hazardous 

waste, TCL Environmental Technology has an annual capacity of recycling 4.69 million waste electrical and 

electronic products and 220,000 tonnes of industrial hazardous waste. With a corporate vision and mission 

of “facilitating technology-enabled resource recycling and fostering a harmonious coexistence between 

humans and nature”, and an operation philosophy of “customer-oriented and innovation-driven 

development”, it provides comprehensive hazardous waste treatment and disposal services for enterprises 

engaged in manufacturing and sales of semiconductor panel displays, chips, PCB integrated circuits, new 

energy cells, high-end pharmaceuticals, chemicals and automobiles. With industry-leading process, 

equipment and comprehensive environment solution, the organic combination of resource utilisation and 

non-hazardous disposal and treatment is achieved.

TCL Industrial Park
Founded in 2017, TCL Industrial Park is a professional integrated service provider for investment, 

development, operation and management of industrial parks. With the vision of “becoming an 

industry-leading industrial park investor and management service provider”, it is committed to providing 

professional services for customers. TCL Industrial Park focuses on three core industries of TCL Industries, 

namely smart terminals, semiconductor display, new energy photovoltaics and semiconductor materials, 

and cooperates with the upstream and downstream of the industrial chain to jointly build an industrial 

ecology. The projects cover Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Tianjin, Suzhou, Wuhan, Hefei, 

Huizhou and other places, covering the three major urban clusters of Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao 

Greater Bay Area, Yangtze River Delta and Beijing. Alternatively, the industrial carriers cover industrial city 

community complexes, business research and development parks, high-standard storage and logistics 

parks, characteristic intelligent industrial parks, etc. The service output includes industrial park 

development and management, large-scale hard technology industrial plant construction management, 

industrial city community operation and management, industrial logistics asset management, etc.
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TCL Financial Service
Founded in 1997, TCL Financial Services relies on industrial business scenarios, joins hands with banks and other 

high-quality financial partners and gives full play to the advantages of industrial finance business. It is committed to 

promoting production through financing, providing capital protection as well as operational and risk management 

support for the Group's core business, providing high-quality financial services for industrial ecosystem partners, and  

inclusive financial services for micro and small customers. It endeavours to become a provider of financial services to 

micro and small enterprises and households in industrial ecosystem entities.

TCL Photovoltaic Technology
TCL Photovoltaic Technology focuses on household, industrial and commercial distributed photovoltaic and overseas 

business, and is a one-stop household photovoltaic new energy service provider. It focuses on building safer, more 

e�cient and more economical industrial and commercial photovoltaic power stations and is committed to building 

the TCL smart energy management system, building a smart clean energy platform, and gradually developing into a 

leader in the clean energy industry.

Getech
Founded in 2018, Getech Technology Co., Ltd. is a leading industrial Internet enterprise in China. Internally, it 

supports TCL Group to gradually become a world-class digital enterprise, and externally, it provides industrial 

Internet products and services to Chinese manufacturing enterprises to promote the transformation and 

upgrades of China’s manufacturing industry. Getech adheres to the product development positioning of 

“platform + software”, and establishes a standardised platform base to develop industrial applications and core 

products-the “4 + 1 + N” architecture system's intelligent industrial application platform (hereinafter referred to 

as “Getech Platform”). In 2022, Getech Platform was selected and certified by the Ministry of Industry and 

Information Technology of the People’s Republic of China as a “cross-industry and cross-field industrial 

Internet platform”, becoming the only national cross-platform originated from semiconductor manufacturing 

scenarios. In the same year, Getech was awarded as one of the most influential entrepreneurial companies in 

China by Fortune. Relying on the Getech platform, Getech has provided products and solutions for more than 

20 industries such as semiconductors, new energy, 3C electronics, home appliances, petroleum and 

petrochemical, aerospace, etc., empowering the digital and intelligent transformation of many industries.



Responsibility honours

Responsibility performance
Type Recipient/Product/Brand Award name

Corporate
Governance

Products and 
Services

Award granting authority

IT impact ChinaInfluential Enterprise of the YearTCL Industries

China Audio Industry 
Association

2022 Leading Enterprise in China's 
Electronic Audio Industry

Tonly Technology

China Electronic 
Components Association

Director Unit of Electro-Acoustical 
Branch of China Electronic 
Components Association

Tonly Technology

BSI

ISO/IEC 27701: 2019 Privacy 
Information Management System 
Certification

TCL Industries

Intertek Sky Fortune 
Group

UL2900-1 and Cyber Assured 
Programme cybersecurity 
certification

TCL smart screen Q650G

ICQCC
Silver Award in the 48th International 
Quality control Group Conference

Integrated Smart Screen 
Manufacturing Centre — 3D 
automatic measurement 
weigher

People.cnPeople’s Ingenuity Award
Falcon Technology — 
Lingkong UI System

Organizing Committee of 
China Household 
Appliance
Retail Innovation Summit

Excellent Case Award of 2023 China 
Household Appliance Retail 
Innovation Summit

Homa Refrigerator

iF Industrie Forum 
Design

2023 iF Product Design Award
TCL Onetouch 4021 function 
machine and other 22 
products

Design Zentrum 
Nordrhein Westfalen

2023 Red Dot Product Design Award
TCL TV Lingkong UI and other 
15 products

Organizing Committee of 
China Household Clothes 
Washing, Drying and 
Care Industry Summit 
Forum

Innovative washing, drying and care 
integrated machine of year 2023 in 
China household clothes washing, 
drying and care industry

TCL washing and drying 
integrated machine 
GH200T10-W

Guangdong Provincial 
Department of Industry 
and Information 
Technology

Guangdong Provincial Manufacturing 
Individual Champion

Tonly Technology

CESI Science & 
Technology Development 
Co., Ltd

Data Management Capability Maturity 
Assessment Model Stable Class 
(Level-3) Certification (DCMM3)

TCL Financial Service — JDH 
Information Technology 
(Guangzhou) Co., Ltd

02 Annual CSR Key Performance
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Sustainability Ratings

4.09 billion RMB
representing a year-on-year 
increase of 2.0%

R&D expenses:

120.32 billion RMB
representing a year-on-year 
increase of 13.4%

Operating income:

6.8632
tonnes of carbon dioxide 
equivalent/million RMB 
revenue

Intensity of operational 
GHG emissions:

160 +

Countries and regions 
business coverage:

67,177
Number of employees 
worldwide:

5

TCL Electronics was 
included in the Hang Seng 
Corporate Sustainability 
Benchmark Index for

consecutive years

ESG rating Most recent rating results

CATI

CITI

Sustainalytics

Wind

SynTao Green Finance

EcoVadis

Wind

UL2799 Zero Waste 
to Landfill

Rating subject

TCL Industries

TCL Industries

TCL Electronics

TCL Electronics

TCL Electronics

TCL Communication

TCL Smart Home

Tonly Technology

Ranking in the appliance industry: 10/38
Ranking in the IT/ICT industry: 33/107

Ranking in the appliance industry: 4/37
Ranking in the IT/ICT industry: 19/69

Low Risk

Ranking of overall score in the
industry: 8/189

SynTao Green Finance STaR ESG Rating

EcoVadis sustainable rating

Durable consumer goods  Ranking of 
overall score in the industry: 10/189

100% landfill diversion rate

25 points

26 points 

19.2 points

Level A

Level A-

Gold Medal

Level A

Platinum



Type Recipient/Product/Brand Award name

Environment

Society

Award granting authority

Technology Innovation 
Alliance for Extended 
Producer Responsibility 
Industry

EPR Public Dialogue Pioneer

Demonstration Award for Pollution 
and Carbon Reduction

WGDO (World Green 
Design Organisation)

2023 International Contribution 
Award for Green Design

TCL Industries

Guoneng Energy 
Research Institute, 
International Energy 
Network

Top 10 Industrial and Commercial PV 
Systems Brands of the Year

TCL Photovoltaic Technology

Southern Daily Group
Low-carbon Park Service Benchmark 
Award

TCL Photovoltaic Technology

AVC Cloud
2023 Low Carbon and Energy 
Conservation Trend Product Award

TCL Smart Home

TCL Environmental 
Technology

TCL Environmental 
Technology

Huizhou Zhongkai 
High-tech Industrial 
Development Zone 
Management Committee

IDC Peers cape: Good 
Practice Insight of 
China's Industrial Internet 
Energy Conservation and 
Carbon Reduction

Representative Case of “New Energy 
and Carbon Management Platform 
Combining Energy Management and 
Operation to Achieve Comprehensive 
Energy Conservation of 
Management+Technology”

Technology Partners

the 2nd  "Admirable Supporter for 
People with Disabilities" of Huizhou

2023 Tomorrow-ICAN Excellent 
Volunteer

Getech

WIPO GREEN

Huizhou Disabled 
Persons’ Federation

China Friendship 
Foundation for Peace 
and Development

Guangdong Commercial 
Factors Association, etc.

Getech

TCL Communication

TCL Electronics Mutual Aid 
Fund

2023 Typical Cases of Commercial 
Factoring Industry in Guangdong, 
Hong Kong and Macao Greater Bay 
Area Serving the Real Economy for 
Financial Inclusion

TCL Financial Service — JDH 
Information Technology 
(Guangzhou) Co., Ltd
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TCL Industries has always been committed to improving its social responsibility governance structure. 

Through establishing and improving management mechanisms and processes, it actively maintains 

communication and cooperation with stakeholders, continuously strengthens its responsibility in all aspects 

of the environment and society, and achieves comprehensive, balanced, and sustainable development.

Corporate Social 
Responsibility Governance

03



Management 
authority CSR Committee Office

Researching internal and external CSR policies

Promoting CSR strategic planning

Organizing the review of the CSR report of TCL Industries and ESG report of TCL Electronics

Organizing and participating in CSR industry exchanges

Position Executive body

Responsibility

We have established a sound social responsibility management system and a dedicated Corporate Social Responsibility 

(CSR) Committee as the highest decision-making body. The entity is responsible for formulating and supervising the 

implementation of the Company’s CSR strategic plan and promoting the Company to actively fulfil its social responsibilities 

in its business activities.

To comprehensively review the Company’s environmental and social risks, we hold CSR strategic planning meetings and 

CSR risk assessments every year. We review and summarise internal CSR work every six months, and ensure that the 

Company’s decisions and actions always meet the requirements of sustainable development through regular CSR risk 

identification and review.

Corporate social responsibility governance 
structure

Stakeholder engagement

TCL Industries CSR Committee
Director: Head of Supply Chain and Quality Security Center (SCQSC)

Executive Secretary & CSR Committee O�ce

CSR management structure

CSR management responsibilities

Employee Care
Working Group

member

Employee's basic rights
and interests,
occupational health and 
safety, etc.

Environmental
Protection Working
Group

Environmental
compliance, energy
saving, emission
reduction, green design
optimization, etc.

Equal Operation
Working Group

Anti-corruption and
bribery, fair competition, 
respect for intellectual 
property rights, etc.

Sustainable
Procurement 
Working Group

Green supply chain,
responsible 
procurement, 
supervision and 
education to improve
suppliers' CSR
pertormance, etc.

Philanthropy
& Community
Engagement 
Working Group

Public welfare charities,
volunteer activities. etc.,
in cooperation with TCL 
CSR Innovation Center.

Management
authority CSR Committee

Setting CSR strategic planning goals

Deciding on important CSR projects or issues

Reviewing TCL Industries' CSR report and TCL Electronics’ESG report and providing guidance

Position Highest decision-maker

Responsibility

TCL Industries prioritises on communication with stakeholders. The Company regularly collects feedback from employees, 

customers, and suppliers, listening to the needs and expectations of stakeholders. The Company conducts materiality 

assessment, and continuously optimises decision-making and improves management to ensure that the sustainable 

development of the Company is in line with stakeholders.

We actively engage with stakeholders through various channels, including telephone, email, symposium, etc., to listen, 

understand and value their concerns. By understanding and addressing the concerns of all stakeholders, we believe in 

promoting the sustainable development of the Company together.

Communication with stakeholders
Head of Manufacturing 
of each BU/BG

Head of Environmental
Safety of each BU/BG

Head of Human 
Resource Development 
of each BU/BG

Head of System of each 
BU/BG

member

Head of Manufacturing 
of each BU/BG

Head of R&D of each
BU/BG

member member member

Head of Audit of TCL
Industries

Head of Legal A�airs
of TCL Industries

Head of Human
Development of each 
BU/BG

Trade Union of each 
BU/BG

Head of SCQSC

Head of Procurement
of each BU/BG

Head of Environmental
Safety of each BU/BG

Head of BU/BG system

Collecting and organizing CSR performance and reporting to CSR Committee regularly

Promoting CSR capacity building of TCL Industries and its subsidiaries
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Sta�: direct employees

Means of 
Communication

TCL Industries is committed to building a sound welfare and employee development system. The Company continuously 
strives to attract diversified talents, providing various forms of training, and helping employees with career development.

Employee email address, suggestion hotline, employee meetings, employee activities, 
employee training, labour union, etc.

Focus
Basic rights and interests of employees, employee compensation and benefits, employee 
career development, talent training mechanism, occupational health and safety, employee 
communication channels.

The Company's 
response

Safeguard the basic rights and safe working environment of employees in accordance 
with laws and regulations, provide market-competitive remuneration, benefits, training, 
and promotion opportunities, and improve the human resources management system, 
etc.

Customers: customers who purchase and use products and services

Means of 
Communication

TCL Industries adheres to the principle of prioritising customers. The Company strives to provide customers with 
convenient, high-quality, safe, and e�cient products and services. TCL Industries understands and meets the needs of each 
customer, continuously working to improve customer satisfaction.

Service hotline, complaint and suggestion mailbox, satisfaction survey, user interview, 
o�cial website and WeChat o�cial account, information disclosure, etc.

Focus
Provide cost-e�ective products and high-quality services, customer privacy protection, 
after-sales services, product packaging design, low-carbon products, and environmental 
protection.

The Company's 
response

Strengthening product and service quality control, protecting customer privacy, product 
and service innovation, and low-carbon and environmentally-friendly product research 
and development, etc.

Suppliers: suppliers of products and materials, service providers, etc.

Means of 
Communication

TCL Industries actively builds a sustainable and responsible supply chain, conducts strict access and regular audits of 
suppliers, and requires suppliers to abide by relevant systems to reduce environmental and social risks of the supply chain.

Regular supplier meetings, daily work meetings and email communications, regular audits 
and on-demand training.

Focus
Product and service quality, supplier compliance, supply chain stability, mutual support, 
integrity and transparency cooperation.

The Company's 
response

Product joint development, regular communication, common identification and 
improvement of problems, provision of relevant training, etc.

Investors/Shareholders: existing shareholdersa and potential investors

Means of 
Communication

TCL Industries adheres to business ethics, creates good and sustainable economic returns for shareholders, and attracts 
potential investors with innovation and sustainable development.

Information disclosure, general meetings, results announcement conferences, non-deal 
roadshows, strategy meetings, investor conference calls, etc.

Focus
Transparent information disclosure, strengthened risk control, abided by business ethics, 
and continuously created economic value.

The Company's 
response

Improve corporate governance and investor communication, enhance operational 
transparency, maintain performance and profitability growth, and enhance brand 
awareness.

Government and regulatory authorities: local governments and regulatory authorities 
in the places of registration, listing and operation

Means of 
Communication

TCL Industries strictly abides by relevant laws and regulations, implements various regulations of the government and 
regulatory authorities, and ensures legal compliance in daily operations.

Regular visits, policy explanations, meetings and exchange activities by government and 
regulatory authorities.

Focus
Abide by laws and regulations, pay taxes according to law, operate in compliance with 
regulations, support local development, promote local employment, and protect local 
environment.

The Company's 
response

Implement regulatory policies, pay taxes according to law, and take the initiative to 
assume social responsibilities.

Industry associations and chambers of commerce: industry associations and 
chambers of commerce

Means of 
Communication

TCL Industries maintains active communication with its industry associations and chambers of commerce to create a 
positive business atmosphere.

Industry seminars, symposiums, cooperative research, etc.

Focus
Industry development, business development, product quality, corporate social 
responsibility.

The Company's 
response

Strengthening multi-party business cooperation, promoting industrial development, and 
exploring new business models.
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AI

Public welfare/community organisations: public welfare organisations that cooperate 
with TCL Industries and the communities where TCL Industries’ own properties are 
located

Means of 
Communication

TCL Industries maintains contact with NGOs and community organisations, actively participates in public welfare activities, 
and contributes to community construction.

Public welfare activities cooperation, volunteer services, property construction 
management, community investment, etc.

Focus Promoting local development, enhancing community value, and supporting social welfare.

The Company's 
response

Actively participate in paired assistance, organise, and participate in public welfare 
activities, and encourage employees to participate in volunteer activities.

Media and the public: the public concerned about the operational performance of 
TCL Industries and the media reported therein

Means of 
Communication

TCL Industries accepts the supervision of the media and the public, continuously improves the transparency of its 
operation, maintains the corporate brand image, and conveys positive energy to the society.

Press conferences, media interviews, regular symposiums, o�cial website and WeChat 
work account Press releases, etc.

Focus
Product and service performance, financial performance, development planning, 
corporate social responsibility.

The Company's 
response

Promptly release corporate trends, strengthen product and service publicity, and 
establish brand image.

TCL Industries follows a strict materiality assessment process, and regularly conducts stakeholder materiality assessment 

surveys for stakeholders including employees, customers, suppliers, governments and regulators, investors, industry 

associations and chambers of commerce, media, public welfare, and community organisations.

Materiality assessment

Based on the Company’s business model, combined with national policies and capital market concerns, and through 

benchmarking and analysis of peer companies’ concerns, 27 sustainable development issues such as product quality 

and safety, intellectual property protection, occupational health and safety were screened out.

01Issue identification

We collected 1,385 questionnaires from internal and external stakeholders such as investors, suppliers, customers and 

employees to extensively understand the focus of internal and external stakeholders on the Company’s sustainable 

development management.

02Stakeholder engagement

Assessment Process of Material Issues of TCL Industries

Based on the results of the stakeholder survey, the sustainable development issues were ranked according to the two 

dimensions of "importance to corporate development" and "importance to stakeholders", and a matrix of important 

issues was drawn.

03Issue assessment

The results of the materiality assessment are reviewed, confirmed and approved by the management and disclosed to 

the public.

04Audit confirmation
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Importance to the enterprise

Im
p

o
rtance to

 the stakeho
ld

ers

Ordinarily important issues

Moderately important issues

Highly important issues

Social Governance Environmental

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

1

2

3

4

5

6

Social

Social

Governance

Social

Environmental

Social

Product quality and safety

Health and safety

Compliance with laws and 
regulations

Customer service

Response to climate change

Information security and privacy 
protection

Highly important issues

13

14

15

16

17

18

Social

Social

Environmental

Environmental

Governance

Environmental

7

8

9

10

11

12

Governance

Social

Social

Social

Governance

Social

Corporate governance 

Protection of intellectual property 
rights

Talent attraction and retention

Green design of products 

Business ethics

Product and technological 
innovation

Sustainable supply chain 
management

Employees’ rights, interests and 
benefits

Waste management and resource 
recycling

Greenhouse gas emission 
management

Smart manufacturing and digital 
transformation 

Water resources management 

19

20

21

22

23

24

Social

Social

Environmental

Governance

Governance

Social

Diversity and equal opportunities

Employee training and development

Emission management

Communications with stakeholders

Transparency in information 
disclosure 

Management of conflict minerals 

Moderately important issues

25

26

Social

Social

Responsible marketing

Community investment 

27 Social Technology for inclusion 

Ordinarily important issues

TCL Industries’ESG Materiality Matrix in 2023
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Conclusion
In 2023, we faced numerous challenges, including an uncertain global geopolitical situation, economic recov-

ery slowdown, and intense industry competition. TCL Industries is determined to work with all stakeholders 

to overcome the di�culties together. With a “dare” attitude, we will capitalise on the competition and oppor-

tunities brought by globalisation. We are committed to bringing intelligent products and services to users 

worldwide, advocating for low-carbon solutions to benefit the global environment, creating development 

opportunities for global talents, generating technological value for global industries, and contributing to 

community development through our e�orts.

Looking forward, TCL Industries will build a dynamic organisation under the guidance of the brand spirit of 

"Inspire Greatness", forge a tech brand, protect green homes, deeply promote the global supply chain layout, 

continue to promote sustainable development practises such as TCL care humanistic care and TCLGreen 

initiative, earnestly fulfil social responsibilities, jointly create a business ecology with common prosperity with 

global partners, and continue to deepen the all-category intelligent IoT ecology. By introducing innovative 

technologies and products such as smart interconnection and green and low-carbon, TCL Industries will bring 

global users a more convenient and comfortable smart and healthy new life with "all scenes, all categories 

and all connections".



ESG Performance Overview
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Environmental performance Social performance

VOC emissions exclude TCL Smart Home's data.

GHG emission data has been verified by a professional third-party carbon verification agency.

The Company carried out statistical analysis of the hazardous wastes by categories in 2023 according to the Order No. 39 of the Ministry 
of Ecology and Environmental – National Catalogue of Hazardous Wastes, covering a wider range of the categories. The categories of 
hazardous wastes included in the statistical analysis of 2021 – 2022 are paint waste, paint scrap, oil-contaminated wastewater, empty 
buckets and others.

12

13

14 Total amount of non-hazardous waste includes waste cartons, waste plastics, EPS and other non-hazardous wastes.

Paper packaging materials used: include cartons and paper instructions.

Plastic packaging materials used: include EPS packages.

16

15

17

Unit Data of 2023

Research and 
development

Employee 
composition

Employee 
training

Occupational 
health and 
safety

Supplier 
composition

Public welfare 
investment

1,660

11,088

67,177

42,987

24,190

60%

67%

33%

20

22

18

2

2,394

7,904

451

1,589

4

1,545

28,621

Number of patents newly granted

Accumulative number of patents granted

Total number of employees

Number of male employees

Number of female employees

Percentage of trained employees

Percentage of trained male employees

Percentage of trained female employees

Average training hours per employee

Average training hours per male employee

Average training hours per female employee

Number of deaths related to work

Total lost days due to occupational injury

Number of suppliers in mainland China

Number of suppliers in Hong Kong, Macao, 
Taiwan, and overseas regions

Contribution of funds

Value of goods donated

Number of volunteers

Voluntary service hours

Nos

Nos

No. of people

No. of people

No. of people

Percentage

Percentage

Percentage

Hour (s)

Hour (s)

Hour (s)

No. of people

Day (s)

Nos

Nos

RMB0'000

RMB0'000

No. of people

Hour (s)

Unit Data of 2023

Air pollutants

GHG 
emissions

Energy use

Water 
resources use

Hazardous 
waste
Non-hazardous 
waste

Use of 
packaging 
materials

31.40

825,777.98

686.32

483,416.40

342,361.58

460,630.42

220,514.73

4,531,250.19

2,366,947.45

783.00

595,282,365.56 

87,570,630.22

4,415,359.52

3,669.68

709,801.35

77,081.28

225,448.50

160,249.08

65,199.43

Tonne (s)

tCO2e

tCO2e / RMB 
100 million revenue

tCO2e

tCO2e

kg

kg

Cubic meter(s)

kg

kg

kWh

kWh

Tonne (s)

Tonne(s)/ RMB 
100 million revenue

Tonne (s)

Tonne (s)

Tonne (s)

Tonne (s)

Tonne (s)

VOC emissions

Total GHG emissions

GHG emission intensity

Scope 1 GHG emissions

Scope 2 GHG emissions

Total diesel consumption

Total gasoline consumption

Total natural gas consumption

Liquefied petroleum gas consumption

Acetylene consumption

Total purchased electricity

Solar power generation for self-use

Total water consumption

Water consumption intensity

Total amount of hazardous waste

Total amount of non-hazardous waste

Total usage of packaging materials

Paper packaging materials used

Plastic packaging materials used

12

13

15

14

16

17
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GRI Content Index

GRI Standards and Disclosure Location Remark

GRI 2: General Disclosures 2021

2-1

2-2

2-3

About TCL Industries

About This Report

About This Report

Organizational details

Entities included in the organization's 

sustainability reporting

Reporting period, frequency and contact point

2-4 Not ApplicableRestatements of information

2-6 About TCL Industries
Activities, value chain and other business 

relationships

2-7

Partnership-Cohesion and Growth 

Together

Key Performance Indicator Form

Employees

2-8

Partnership-Cohesion and Growth 

Together

Key Performance Indicator Form

Workers who are not employees

2-9
Annual Social Responsibility Key 

Performance
Governance structure and composition

2-12
Annual Social Responsibility Key 

Performance

Role of the highest governance body in 

overseeing the management of impacts

2-14
Annual Social Responsibility Key 

Performance

Role of the highest governance body in 

sustainability reporting

GRI Standards and Disclosure Location Remark

2-22
Topic 2: Creating a Net Zero 

Ecosystem
Statement on sustainable development strategy

2-23
Governance-Compliant Operation 

to Promote Stable Development
Policy commitments

2-24
Governance-Compliant Operation 

to Promote Stable Development
Embedding policy commitments

2-25 Processes to remediate negative impacts

Annual Social Responsibility Key 

Performance

Governance-Compliant Operation to 

Promote Stable Development

Product-Innovation and Technology 

Enjoying Smart Life

2-26
Mechanisms for seeking advice and raising 

concerns

Annual Social Responsibility Key 

Performance

Governance-Compliant Operation 

to Promote Stable Development

Product-Innovation and Technology 

Enjoying Smart Life

Partnership-Cohesion and Growth 

Together
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GRI 3: Material Topics 2021

Economic performance

GRI 201: Economic Performance 2016

GRI 203: Indirect Economic Impacts 2016

GRI 204: Procurement Practices 2016

GRI 205: Anti-corruption 2016

GRI 206: Anti-competitive Behavior 2016

Environmental

GRI 301: Materials 2016

位置

2-28 Membership associations

Annual Social Responsibility Key 

Performance

Product-Innovation and Technology 

Enjoying Smart Life

Partnership-Cohesion and Growth 

Together

2-29 Approach to stakeholder engagement
Annual Social Responsibility Key 

Performance

3-3 Management of material topics
Partnership-Cohesion and Growth 

Together

3-3 Management of material topics
Partnership-Cohesion and Growth 

Together

3-3 Management of material topics
Governance-Compliant Operation to 

Promote Stable Development

205-2
Communication and training about 

anticorruption policies and procedures

Governance-Compliant Operation to 

Promote Stable Development

205-3
Confirmed incidents of corruption and 

actions taken

Governance-Compliant Operation to 

Promote Stable Development

3-3 Management of material topics
Governance-Compliant Operation to 

Promote Stable Development

206-1
Legal actions for anti-competitive behavior, 

anti-trust, and monopoly practices
Not Applicable

3-3 Management of material topics
Environment-Environmentally-Friendly 

and Creating a Sustainable Future

301-1 Materials used by weight or volume Key Performance Indicator Form

203-2 Significant indirect economic impacts

Topic 1: Promoting Digital and 

Intelligent Transformation

Partnership-Cohesion and 

Growth Together

2-30 Collective bargaining agreements Not Applicable

3-1 Process to determine material topics
Annual Social Responsibility Key 

Performance

3-2 List of material topics
Annual Social Responsibility Key 

Performance

3-3 Management of material topics

About TCL Industries

Partnership-Cohesion and Growth 

Together

201-1
Direct economic value generated 

and distributed

About TCL Industries

Annual Social Responsibility Key 

Performance

Partnership-Cohesion and Growth 

Together

Key Performance Indicator Form

201-2
Financial implications and other risks 

and opportunities due to climate change

Topic 2: Creating a Net Zero 

Ecosystem

GRI Standards and Disclosure Location Remark GRI Standards and Disclosure Location Remark
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GRI 302: Energy 2016

GRI 303: Water and E�uents 2018

GRI 305: Emissions 2016

3-3 Management of material topics
Environment-Environmentally-Friendly

and Creating a Sustainable Future

3-3 Management of material topics
Environment-Environmentally-Friendly

and Creating a Sustainable Future

303-1 Interactions with water as a shared resource
Environment-Environmentally-Friendly 

and Creating a Sustainable Future

303-2
Management of water discharge-related 

impacts

Environment-Environmentally-Friendly 

and Creating a Sustainable Future

303-5 Water consumption Key Performance Indicator Form

3-3 Management of material topics

Topic 2: Creating a Net Zero Ecosystem

Environment-Environmentally-Friendly 

and Creating a Sustainable Future

305-1 Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions Key Performance Indicator Form

305-2 Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions Key Performance Indicator Form

305-4 GHG emissions intensity Key Performance Indicator Form

305-7
Nitrogen oxides (NOX), sulfur oxides (SOX),

and other significant air emissions
Key Performance Indicator Form

302-1 Energy consumption within the organization

Environment-Environmentally-Friendly 

and Creating a Sustainable Future

Key Performance Indicator Form

302-4 Reduction of energy consumption
Environment-Environmentally-Friendly 

and Creating a Sustainable Future

GRI Standards and Disclosure Location Remark

GRI 306: Waste 2020

GRI 308: Supplier Environmental Assessment 2016

GRI 403: Occupational Health and Safety 2018

3-3 Management of material topics
Environment-Environmentally-Friendly 

and Creating a Sustainable Future

3-3 Management of material topics
Partnership-Cohesion and Growth

Together

3-3 Management of material topics
Partnership-Cohesion and Growth 

Together

308-2
Negative environmental impacts in the 

supply chain and actions taken

Partnership-Cohesion and Growth 

Together

306-3 Waste generated Key Performance Indicator Form

401-2

Benefits provided to full-time employees 

that are not provided to temporary or 

part-time employees

Partnership-Cohesion and Growth 

Together

3-3 Management of material topics

Product-Innovation and Technology 

Enjoying Smart Life

Partnership-Cohesion and Growth 

Together

403-1
Occupational health and safety management 

system

Partnership-Cohesion and Growth 

Together

306-1
Waste generation and significant 

waste-related impacts

Environment-Environmentally-Friendly 

and Creating a Sustainable Future

306-2 Management of significant 

waste-related impacts

Environment-Environmentally-Friendly 

and Creating a Sustainable Future

GRI Standards and Disclosure Location Remark

Social

GRI 401: Employment 2016



GRI 404: Training and Education 2016

GRI 405: Diversity and Equal Opportunity 2016

403-2
Hazard identification, risk assessment, 

and incident investigation

Partnership-Cohesion and Growth 

Together

403-7

Prevention and mitigation of occupational 

health and safety impacts directly linked 

by business relationships

Product-Innovation and Technology 

Enjoying Smart Life

Partnership-Cohesion and Growth 

Together

403-8
Workers covered by an occupational health 

and safety management system

Partnership-Cohesion and Growth 

Together

403-9 Work-related injuries

Product-Innovation and Technology 

Enjoying Smart Life

Partnership-Cohesion and Growth 

Together

Key Performance Indicator Form

3-3 Management of material topics
Partnership-Cohesion and Growth 

Together

3-3 Management of material topics
Partnership-Cohesion and Growth 

Together

404-1
Average hours of training per year per 

employee
Key Performance Indicator Form

404-2
Programs for upgrading employee skills and 

transition assistance programs

Partnership-Cohesion and Growth 

Together

403-3 Occupational health services
Partnership-Cohesion and Growth 

Together

403-5
Worker training on occupational 

health and safety

Product-Innovation and Technology 

Enjoying Smart Life

Partnership-Cohesion and Growth 

Together

GRI Standards and Disclosure Location Remark

GRI 409: Forced or Compulsory Labor 2016

GRI 408: Child Labor 2016

GRI 406: Non-discrimination 2016

GRI 416: Customer Health and Safety 2016

405-1 Diversity of governance bodies and employees
Partnership-Cohesion and Growth 

Together

3-3 Management of material topics
Partnership-Cohesion and Growth 

Together

GRI 413: Local Communities 2016

3-3 Management of material topics
Partnership-Cohesion and Growth 

Together

GRI 414: Supplier Social Assessment 2016

3-3 Management of material topics
Partnership-Cohesion and Growth 

Together

3-3 Management of material topics
Partnership-Cohesion and Growth 

Together

414-2
Negative social impacts in the supply 

chain and actions taken

Partnership-Cohesion and Growth 

Together

3-3 Management of material topics

Topic 1: Promoting Digital and 

Intelligent Transformation

Product-Innovation and Technology 

Enjoying Smart Life

416-1
Assessment of the health and safety 

impacts of product and service categories

Product-Innovation and Technology 

Enjoying Smart Life

416-2

Incidents of non-compliance concerning 

the health and safety impacts of products 

and services 

Not Applicable

3-3 Management of material topics
Partnership-Cohesion and Growth 

Together

GRI Standards and Disclosure Location Remark
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GRI 417: Marketing and Labeling 2016

GRI 418: Customer Privacy 2016

3-3 Management of material topics
Product-Innovation and Technology 

Enjoying Smart Life

418-1

Substantiated complaints concerning 

breaches of customer privacy and 

losses of customer data

Not Applicable

3-3 Management of material topics
Product-Innovation and Technology 

Enjoying Smart Life

417-1
Requirements for product and 

service information and labeling

Product-Innovation and Technology 

Enjoying Smart Life

GRI Standards and Disclosure Location Remark
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